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The work was commissioned by the West Midlands Combined Authority Inclusive Growth Unit, with
financial support from the Barrow Cadbury Trust.
The findings presented in this report are based on the contributions from a large number of individuals
from civil society organisations. The authors of this report gratefully acknowledge the enthusiastic support
of all those who collaborated in this work. At a time when civil society organisations are already dealing
with an overwhelming challenge in supporting individuals in crisis, the time taken by many civil society
senior leaders to inform the consultation process has been recognised with huge thanks.
The organisations and the individual representatives who provided time and information can be found in
Appendix 6.
The opinions expressed in this report are those of the authors alone, and do not constitute any
endorsement of the recommendations, products or services contained herein by any of the individuals or
organisations named in this report.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
A PATH TO INCLUSIVE GROWTH IN THE WEST MIDLANDS
Growth has always been the underlying condition which lifts people from poverty. However, the link
between work and prosperity is not a given. The greatest determinant of a new-born child’s future – their
health, wellbeing and life trajectory – is still where they are born and what their parents do.
A strong economy should deliver a nurturing environment where all citizens can thrive. If growth is
inclusive, it is shaped, built and distributed by its people. Employment is based on an increasing stock of
stable, well-paid jobs, with good prospects for career development for everyone. Inclusive growth is multifaceted: people are in good health, purposeful, and well-connected, with a clear sense of how to realise
their societal and environmental responsibilities.
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ROLE OF THE WMCA
The role of the West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) is to work collaboratively on many projects to
deliver a shared vision of a more prosperous, inclusive West Midlands. 1
Inclusive growth is about all of our residents being able to touch, taste and feel the benefits of rising
prosperity within the region. The West Midlands is on the rise again – but we know it will take a
proactive, targeted approach to ensure that those communities (currently) left behind can play a full
part.
The case for inclusive growth is clear – both in terms of the need for a national economic rebalancing, and the regional case for productivity improvement through closing skills, public health
and housing gaps. Our opportunity is to use our Industrial Strategy and the potential of devolution
to act boldly where we have the levers to do so.
-

Deborah Cadman CEO WMCA September 2018 West Midlands Forum for Growth
The West Midlands Local Industrial Strategy is
highlighted as one of the mechanisms by which
people and places which have weaker links to
economic centres can be part of a more inclusive
form of economic growth. The other opportunity is
the investment into the WMCA itself (up to £8bn
over 30 years), where the blending of skills, housing,
transport, growth policy, public service reform and
public health creates an opportunity to make the
case for a new underpinning social infrastructure to
enable improvements in productivity and
participation.
Ultimately, prosperity must be created and shared
by all the citizens and communities in the West
Midlands in order to be considered inclusive.

1

https://www.wmca.org.uk/what-we-do/ accessed 25.1.19
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DEFINITION OF ECONOMIC GROWTH
The WMCA recognises that the new model of economic prosperity has to be one that is more informed by
places and people. In trying to become more informed, there is a huge asset available to the WMCA: the
depth and breadth of civil society organisations and activity in the region. Where you are born and live
and what your parents do influences your educational attainment, employment options, healthy life
expectancy and financial stability. Trickle down does not reach those already distant from the centres of
economic growth. Age, ethnicity and location are amongst a number of wider determinants of economic
exclusion.

To encapsulate all of this thought, the WMCA is working to this definition of inclusive growth:

A more deliberate and socially purposeful model of economic growth – measured not
only by how fast or aggressive it is; but also by how well it is created and shared across
the whole population and place, and by the social and environmental outcomes it
realises for our people.
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2.0 CONSULTATION WITH CIVIL SOCIETY – QUESTIONS AND
RESPONSES
In the West Midlands, there is a willingness by Civil Society organisations from across the region to work
with the WMCA and draw on the experience of decades to swiftly create an impact and “connect cranes
with communities through disruption of business as usual” 2.
The infrastructure for engaging with and delivering through civil society already exists. It is extensive, it is
knowledgeable, and it is experienced. The need is not to create something new. The need is for strategic
partnerships and for regional strategies to connect with what is already in place.

LWM was commissioned to consult with Civil Society (www.weforum.or/communities/civil-society) about
what the WMCA needed to do to deliver inclusive growth outcomes through all its activity. The
recommendations in this report are drawn from the responses to 5 questions:
1.What definition of inclusive growth should be adopted?
2.What does inclusive economic growth look like in the West Midlands?
3.What is blocking it – and what is enabling it?
4.How will it be delivered?
5.What are the top 3 priority actions for the Mayor if inclusive growth is to be delivered?

The thematic analysis of the consultation responses to these 5 questions is summarised in the graphic
below. The expanded analysis is given in the full report.

2

Speech by Deborah Cadman at West Midlands Forum For Growth, September 2018.
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1. DO YOU AGREE WITH THE
WMCA DEFINITION OF
INCLUSIVE GROWTH

Mostly/Partially

Engagement

Local communities, people
and place

Control

Accountability
2. WHAT DOES INCLUSIVE
GROWTH LOOK LIKE IN THE
WEST MIDLANDS

inclusive and equitable

Social & environmental
outcomes and values led

Open to all and for all

Inclusive and targeted strategy

Skills and Employment
5 QUESTIONS

See Table 1
Living Standards
See Table 1
3. WHAT ARE THE ENABLERS
& BLOCKERS mapped against
WMCA 4 big ticket areas

Enterprise
See Table 1
Local Capacity
See Table 1
Other
See Table 1
Priority Sectors that relate to
where most jobs are not just
high value jobs

4. HOW WILL INCLUSIVE
GROWTH BE DELIVERED?

Solutions to overcome barriers
Power sharing between civil
society, WMCA and its
business partners
Data, monitoring and
reporting

5. WHAT SHOULD THE TOP 3
ACTIONS BY THE MAYOR BE?

Supporting business
collaboration with local
communities
Development of skills through
education

Figure 1 - Headlines - Thematic Summary of Consultation Response
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Resources shared and
disbributed equitably

Tangible actions

3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
OVERARCHING
There is concern that the terminology of inclusive growth is being used interchangeably by many with
economic growth. It is therefore recommended that the WMCA should adopt inclusive economy
principles and develop a strategic approach to investment in community wealth creation, as exemplified in
Preston (see Appendix 9 for case study).
1. Success should be measured in the quality of outcomes rather than outputs and in terms of equity
and not equality.
2. Commit to the systemic changes needed to transform Inclusive Growth into Inclusive Economics.
3. A Strategy for Inclusive Economics must focus both on measures that enable people to access economic
opportunities (making people fit the economy) but also measures that ensure the economy provides
opportunities that are appropriate to people and place (making the economy fit people). This kind of
systemic change is central to Energy Capital’s mission (see Appendix 9 for case study).

CONVERTING ECONOMIC GROWTH TO INCLUSIVE ECONOMICS
Economic growth is not an automatic proxy for improvement in life opportunities for all. Inclusive Growth
offers equality of opportunity but does not address the need to provide more help to some than others
than others to access those opportunities. One size does not fit all. Investment in ‘large shiny projects’ and
high value sectors and skills will leave many behind, despite initiatives to improve inclusion.

This graphic provides an overview of the recommendations to the WMCA drawn from the thematic
analysis of the consultation question responses.
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Figure 2 - Recommendations - Thematic Summary of Consultation Responses
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4.0 TRANSLATING PRINCIPLES INTO PRACTICE – INCLUSIVE ECONOMY ACTION PLAN
There is growing understanding of factors contributing to the symptoms of exclusion, and of the approaches that can address many of these wider
determinants and significantly impact on the health and wellbeing, prosperity and improvement in life opportunities of communities and individuals.
However, there is no generic solution; different local groups have different local needs – no ‘one size fits all’. The starting point is therefore to recognise that
regeneration and growth require commitment to place-based and person-centred approaches, shaped by people in their communities, a value that civil
society has at its core.
KEY PRINCIPLES TO BE ADOPTED
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic growth which is led by social and environmental and high value long term outcomes
Valuing all sectors not just high value and high skilled jobs but improving pay, job security and career prospects in sectors with lowest pay but locally
significant and employing a high percentage of the workforce (e.g. retail and care sectors)
Opportunity for community based wealth creation and ownership models to come forward
Open to all and for all - person centred not just place/sector focussed
Resources shared equitably rather than equally
Investment which is accountable

EMBEDDING THE PRINCIPLES
WHAT
Safeguard and strengthen communities and civil society

ISSUES FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION
Finance and Procurement
LIS commitments
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HOW
Leadership

Partnership Working

Community Wealth Creation

Data driven decision making

Transport and mobility

Land and Regeneration

Skills

5.0 DEVELOPING AN INCLUSIVE ECONOMY: ACTION PLAN
The following actions by the WMCA and its key partners, including civil society, are recommended to drive the impact of as a result of the consultation with
civil society organisations.

ISSUES

WMCA COMMITMENTS

ACTION

LEAD

WHEN

Leadership

Widen leadership and decisionmaking
capacity and accountability

Create civil society representative posts on
WMCA Boards and delivery teams

WMCA Board and
Executive team

Now

Leadership

Mandate inclusive economy training
across the WMCA and stakeholders

Develop training materials.

WMCA Board,
Executive Team, IGU

12 months

Leadership

Develop a co-creation culture involving
grassroots voices as well as the normal
decisionmakers.

Replicate Poverty Truth commission approaches
to every WMCA investment corridor

WMCA Boards and
Committees

12 months

Leadership

Confirm key principles of a WM inclusive
economy and drive through the WMCA

Embed in WMCA policies and delivery plans.
Test impact on real profiles of representative
individuals from the whole cross section of
community

WMCA Board,
officers, partners

3 months

Partnership
working

Widen deepen and extend existing civil
society knowledge and activity rather than
reinvent

Create civil society representative posts on
WMCA Boards and delivery teams

WMCA Board and
Executive team

Now

Community
Improve wages and career prospects in all
Wealth creation sectors of the economy not just high value
sectors and high quality skills investment

Invest in construction, retail and the care sector
restructuring to develop local value and local
wealth creation

WMCA Board and
Executive team

6 months

Community

Create local community wealth sharing schemes

WMCA Board and

12 months
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Mitigate for negative impact on

Include personal responsibility in performance
targets and performance reviews

Wealth creation communities from investment driving up
land values

from land value uplift along WMCA investment
corridors and town centres

Executive team, IGU,
Land and
Regeneration, TfWM,
civil society

Skills

Invest in person centred approaches open
to all not just high value sectors and high
quality jobs

Expand and replicate programmes that build life
skills, confidence, basic entry to work
qualifications. Many successful examples
featured in Appendices to this report.

WMCA skills,
IGU plus civil society

12 months

Data driven
decisionmaking and
evaluation

Establish inclusive economy metrics and
require reporting to evidence outcomes
and feedback into future decisionmaking

Agree inclusive economy metrics.

WMCA IGU and civil
society

6 months

Safeguard and
strengthen civil
society

Topslice investment in town centres and
corridors

Create good quality, flexible, affordable civil
society hubs which also provide community
facilities such as cyber secure computer access
to jobs and training

WMCA Board and
Executive Team

6 months

Safeguard and
strengthen
communities

Topslice investment to create an inclusive
economy fund

Guarantee revenue funding to support
facilitation of civil society/community hubs over
medium term

WMCA Board and
Executive Team

9 months

Procurement

Inclusive economy outcome driven,
rigorous process with monitoring,
reporting and feedback loops.

Adopt models such as Procuring for Value, SHAP
smart and sustainable procurement,
Birmingham Social Value Procurement, Dudley
Wealth Creation Commission

WMCA Boards
including IGU,
Environment, Land
and Regeneration,
Energy Capital, TfWM

6 months

LIS

Recognise the economic value of all

Review the LIS and SEP and identify where

WMCA Board and

4 months
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•
•
•
•
•

Establish baseline data
Monitor
Evaluate
Report
Feedback

sectors not just the prioritised SEP and LIS
sectors

sectors such as retail, care and construction
interface with investment priorities and skills
and training initiatives.

LIS

Convert investment outputs and targets to Embed Inclusive Economics within the LIS 10
outcomes and impacts
commitments

Land and
Regeneration

Convert investment outputs and targets to Require the same Natural Capital outcomes
outcomes and impacts
commitment as HS2 for all development – ie
Natural Capital led and no net biodiversity loss.

Executive team

WMCA Environment
Board working across
(delivery detail underpinning the LIS agreed with WMCA agenda
Government)
4 months

Build into the Design Charter and Single
Commissioning Framework

WMCA Environment
Board to lead
embedding
throughout WMCA
investment

Land and
Regeneration

Develop business case and financial
models based on total cost of occupation

Require elimination of new build performance
gap based on monitoring and reporting

Land and
Regeneration

6 months

Land and
Regeneration

Develop business case and financial
models based on opportunities from the
transformation of the energy system

Update Birmingham Mini Stern to determine
economic development and financial
opportunities for new energy infrastructure
investment as part of remediation and site
assembly operations and the

Energy Capital

9 months

Land and
Regeneration

Develop WM wide programme to address
quality issues of existing housing stock

Develop the business case and financial models
for a large scale investment programme

Energy Capital/ SHAP

9 months

Transport and
Mobility

Make access to new transport and
Test impact of transport and mobility
mobility initiatives equitable not just equal investment on a range of community
representatives

TfWM

3 months

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AN INCLUSIVE LOCAL INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY (LIS)
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The LIS consultation draft (October 2018) showed evidence of inclusive growth being ‘bolted on’. Instead, the LIS needs to integrate inclusive growth in to the
whole of its activity and be governed by a co-created inclusion approach. Our recommendations, developing the consultation draft LIS 10 commitments, can
be seen in the table below, with case study references supporting the recommendations.
LIS COMMITMENTS 3

LWM ADDITION

WHAT DOES GOOD LOOK LIKE?
Examples from the Case Studies featured in the Appendices

1.
High employment, with more
good jobs and accessible
opportunities, and diverse
leadership in business and public
life
2.
A high quality and responsive
regional skills system
3.
Being known for the
improvements we make to our
natural environment and a
choice of high quality housing
which is affordable

3

High employment, with more good local
property valued jobs and accessible
opportunities, and diverse leadership in
businesses of all sizes and public life

Case Study No. 41 Lucas

A high quality and responsive regional skills
system which specifically addresses all skills
requirements and barriers to skills and
training in all sectors of the economy.

Case Study No. 12 Digital Money Coach

Being known for the improvements we make
to our natural environment taking a natural
capital and whole place approach and a
choice of high quality healthy housing which
is affordable and viable based on total cost of
occupation

Case Study No 64: WMCA Environment Board Natural Capital Plan

https://www.wmca.org.uk/media/2591/west-midlands-industrial-strategy.pdf October 2018
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Case Study No. 52 LoCaL Homes
Case Study No. 55 Social Care as a Local Economic Solution in the
West Midlands

Case Study No. 38 Talk English

Case Study No 42: WMCA Energy Capital
Case Study No 63: HS2 no net biodiversity loss commitment
Case Study No 62: Birmingham Green Living Spaces Plan 2013
Case Study No 56: Energiesprong UK

Case Study No 65: Multifaceted Urban Infrastructure
4.
A pre-eminent national creative
& media cluster
5.
Being the home of future
mobility and transport
innovation in the UK

A pre-eminent national creative & media
cluster that is fully inclusive, involving all
citizens

Case Study No 1: Coventry City of Culture 2021

Being the home of future mobility and
transport innovation in the UK ensuring
equity of access.

Case Study No 57: TfWM Youth Promise Plus
Case Study No 58: TfWM Smarter Choices
Case Study No 59: Cycling Design Guidance
Case Study No 61: Equality Analysis

6.
Three globally and nationallyconnected cities, where every
part of the West Midlands is
close to the rest of the world
7.
The UK’s leading exporting
region with strong demand-led
innovation support, where
businesses & people come to
develop & build new products,
processes and services
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Three globally and nationally-connected
cities, where every part of the West Midlands
is close to the rest of the world as well as to
the local places people want to go, with
equity of connectivity north and south, east
and west; urban to rural.

Case Study No 57: TfWM Youth Promise Plus

The UK’s leading exporting region with strong
demand-led innovation support, where
businesses & people come to develop & build
new products, processes and services and
underpinned by a strong local internal market
built on local economies, new models of
wealth creation and ownership, with asset
transfer to communities.

Case Study No 54 Dudley Community Wealth Creation

Case Study No 58: TfWM Smarter Choices
Case Study No 59: Cycling Design Guidance

Case Study No 18: Credex
Case Study No 55: Social Care as a Local Economic Solution in the
West Midlands
Case Study No 4: Lucas
Case Study No 39: Reddich Cooperative Housing

Case Study No 40: The Preston Model
8.
The UK centre for health
diagnostics, devices and testing
and translational medicine,
based on our unique population
and driven by big data and
Artificial Intelligence (AI)

The UK centre for health diagnostics, devices
and testing and translational medicine, based
on our unique population and driven by big
data and Artificial Intelligence (AI) clearly
addressing equalities issues.

9.

A globally renowned 21st century advanced
manufacturing and engineering centre with
A globally renowned 21st
equity of opportunity to access employment
century advanced manufacturing
throughout the ‘value chain’ at all levels of
and engineering centre
educational & skills attainment.

Case Study No 38: Talk English

10.

Case Study No 42: Energy Capital

Innovative and successful new
approaches to energy
generation, storage and
transmission and clean growth

Innovative and successful new approaches to
energy generation, storage and transmission
and clean growth including transformation of
energy provision and use in the built
environment (existing and new build),
mobility solutions and industry.

Case Study No 30: Re:Gen
Case Study No 29:

Ladder – Vine Trust

Case Study No 56: Energiesprong UK
Case Study No 66: Birmingham Mini Stern Report

7.0 CONCLUSIONS
The opportunity to work with the WMCA on the inclusive growth agenda has been welcomed by civil society organisations, many who have offered their time
and expertise in the hope that economic growth can be inclusive.
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Respondents showed good understanding of the fact that the WMCA has certain powers and has influence through the funding it has secured, and that
additional activities are proposed but are dependent on allocation of the funding and additional changes in devolved powers 4. Respondents also recognise
that the WMCA must work with its partners including the constituent authorities.
No civil society organisation was excluded but it became apparent that there were significant constraints to engagement as well as a generous willingness to
work with the WMCA to shape the future:
Organisations who responded to the invitation to engage in a discussion on inclusive growth demonstrated characteristics including:
•
•
•

Resilience - surviving in the face of the drastic reduction in frontline organisations over the last ten years;
Belief - that there is a ‘once in a generation chance’ for business as usual approaches to inclusive growth be disrupted and for inclusive economics
to be embedded by the WMCA in all its activities;
Experience - of creating impact by understanding causes of exclusion from the economy and the success factors in engaging with individuals who
are otherwise deemed to be ‘hard to reach’.

Engagement with many organisations was not possible. The main reasons for not engaging included:
•
•

Lack of belief that the voice of civil society would make any difference to the WMCA agenda;
Lack of resource to take time out from critical frontline support to individuals in crisis. Honorarium payments were offered to cover time, but this
was not enough to counter the problem.

.The WMCA therefore has an additional task of creating trust and demonstrating it can deliver inclusive outcomes if it is to develop a wide engagement and
rich partnership with civil society.
However, the story here is overwhelmingly a positive one: a hugely valuable resource exists in civil society. This is a network which is already delivering an
inclusive growth agenda and is willing to collaborate with the WMCA to enable that.

4

Currently only about £780 million of the total £8 billion pounds of proposed investment is secured.
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However, civil society capacity has been hit hard by austerity over the last ten years, at a time when need and demand for civil society activity is at critical
levels, and worsening. This report sets out several recommendations and next steps with a stark warning that immediate action is needed to retain and build
the capacity of civil society organisations in working with communities to improve inclusion within an Economic Growth agenda.
The Commonwealth Games 2022 and Coventry City of Culture 2021 give a unique opportunity to demonstrate the potential for Inclusive Economics principles
to support high value impact for local communities from investment in ‘big shiny projects’. There is already a strong Civil Society self-organised movement
working with decisionmakers and the community to propose actions and initiatives to deliver a truly amazing Inclusive Economic impact from the investment.
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